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We applied a nonlinear time series approach to the traffic measurements obtained at the input 
of a medium size local area network. In order to reconstruct the underlying dynamical system, 
we estimated the correlation length and the embedding dimension of traffic series. The esti-
mated embedding dimension, based on the Grassberger – Procaccia algorithm, is high. In or-
der to extract the regular part from the traffic data and to decrease the system’s dimension, 
we filtered out high-frequency, “noisy” part, applying the wavelet filtering. Using the princi-
pal components analysis (PCA), we estimated the number of feature components in the traffic 
series. The reliable values of the correlation length and the embedding dimension provided 
the application of a layered neural network for identification and reconstruction of the dy-
namical system. We have found that the trained neural network reproduces the statistical fea-
tures of real measurements and confirms the PCA result on the dimension of traffic series. 
 

Introduction 
A major challenge for the emerging high-

speed integrated-services communication 
networks is to develop models that realisti-
cally capture the behavior of network traffic. 
The performance of the networks depends 
crucially on the traffic assessment. Complex-
ity is a key issue in network geometry and in-
formation traffic. Evidence of traffic com-
plexity appears in any forms, such as the 
long-range correlations and self-similarities 
found in the statistical analysis of traffic 
measurements [1-3]. There is also strong evi-
dence of these phenomena at several time 
scales [4,5]. 
The complexity revealed from the traffic 
measurements has led to the suggestion that 
network traffic cannot be analyzed in the 
framework of available traffic models [6]. 
Alternative reliable traffic models and tools 
for quality assessment and control [7] should 
be developed. 
Our study is directed towards a deeper under-
standing of the computer network traffic. We 
used data at the input of the West University 
of Timisoara [8] local area network (LAN), 
including approximately 200-250 intercon-
nected computers. 
In Section 2 we describe the data acquisition 
system of this LAN realized on the basis of a 
standard IBM PC in order to reconstruct the 
dynamical system, underlying the traffic 

measurements. In Section 3 we estimate the 
system parameters: the correlation length and 
the embedding dimension of the traffic se-
ries. In order to extract the regular compo-
nent from traffic data and, therefore, decrease 
the dimension of system, we apply wavelet 
filtering to traffic measurements. The addi-
tional method used for estimation of traffic 
dimension is the principal components analy-
sis (PCA). In Section 4, based on estimations 
of the correlation length and the traffic di-
mension, we reconstruct the underlying dy-
namical system applying a layered neural 
network. In Section 5 we analyze the statisti-
cal properties of time series generated by the 
artificial neural work (ANN) and compare 
them with real traffic measurements. We also 
estimate the dimension of the traffic data us-
ing the distribution of the ANN weights after 
its training. 
 
2. Data acquisition system 
The performance of the data acquisition sys-
tem is based on realization of an open mode 
driver [9] (see Fig. 1). 
In standard conditions the network adapter of 
a computer is in a mode of detecting a carry-
ing signal (main harmonic 4-6 MHz). After 
appearing in the cable bits of the package 
preamble, the network adapter comes to a 
mode of 1 bit and 1 byte synchronization 
with the transmitter and starts receiving the 
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first bytes of the package heading.  As soon 
as one succeeds in extracting the MAC-
address of the shot receiver from the first 
bytes taken by the adapter, the network 
adapter compares it to its own. In the case of 
negative result of the comparison, the net-
work adapter ceases to record the shot’s 
bytes into its internal buffer and cleans its 
contents and then waits until the next pack-
age appears. 
In order to provide conditions for receiving 
and analysis of all packages transmitted over 
the network, it is necessary to move the 
adapter devices to a free mode when all pos-
sible shots are recorded in the buffer. This 
operation is executed through the instructions 
of the NDIS driver. 
The free mode driver records the accepted 
packages in the preliminary capture buffer 

and displays the flag of receiving the pack-
age. Then the receiving package module is 
activated and analysis of the margin of the 
margin of the package’s type is carried out to 
extract TCP/IP packages from the whole 
stream. 
After identification it is possible to separate 
and delete the data block as well as to record 
the headers to the SQL-server database. The 
recording is performed together with the time 
data with the frequency up to 10 kHz. Al-
though the recording is performed with the 
buffering, the mode of saving the packages’ 
headers requires enormous server’s re-
sources, as in this case there is a permanent 
procedure of recording with small portions to 
the hard disk. This is why this mode is 
switched on if required at the management 
system’s instruction. 

 
Fig.1. Scheme of a acquisition system (adapted from [35.]) 

 
The system also provides control over the ex-
ternal traffic of the local area network on the 
basis of controlling the records in the router 
table. Initial information on the legal IP ad-
dress is saved in the database of the LAN 
computers from which data on legal ad-
dresses are loaded into the main memory ar-
ray. The users which do not participate in 
forming the external traffic are not taken into 
account when calculating the number of 
transferred and receiving bytes. In order to 

decrease the number of sessions of recording 
the information on the external traffic data-
base, a timer of load out of the buffer and a 
timer of changing a current date have been 
introduced into the system. 
The recorded traffic data correspond ap-
proximately to 20 h (1,600,000 records) of 
measurements. The part of these series corre-
sponding to 1 h of measurements is presented 
in Fig. 2. 
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Fig.2. Traffic measurements aggregated with different bin size: 0.1, 1, and 10 s. 

 
3. Estimation of dynamical system pa-
rameters 
Chaos theory offers a new methodology, 
nonlinear or chaotic time series analysis, to 
handle irregular time series, such as traffic 
measurements [10]. First attempts to apply 
this approach to the network traffic analysis 
demonstrated serious difficulties as well as 
some promising results (see [11] and refer-
ences therein). 
In nonlinear time series analysis we view 
signal {xi} as the one-dimensional projection 
of a dynamical system operating in a space of 
vectors y  of larger dimension [12, 13].  

).,...,,( )1( ττ −++= miiii xxxy   (1) 
Here m  is the dimension of the underlying 
dynamical system, and τ  is a “delay time”, 
or the correlation length of series { }ix . 
The main steps of this “phase space recon-
struction” for the traffic measurements pre-
sented below. 
3.1. Estimating the correlation length 
In order to choose the independent compo-
nents from the traffic data, we computed the 
correlation length [14, 15], where linear auto-
correlation function 
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Fig.3. The dependence of the correlation 

length against the size of the aggregation bin. 
 
The dependence of the correlation length 
against the aggregation bin size is presented 
in Fig. 3. 
We see that for bin sizes from 0.1 up to 10 s, 
the correlation length τ  is the acceptable re-
gion: τ  ~ 10 s. The points separated by the 
time interval τ  can be considered as linear 
independent. 
 
3.2. Estimating the embedding dimension 
A set of uncorrelated points may be consid-
ered as the components of some m-
dimensional vector. The dimension of the 
underlying process can be estimated by box-
counting or neighbor counting methods [10]. 
To be sure that the dimension counting 
methods give a reliable result, one must 
check that starting from a certain value of n 
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(the dimension of the embedding space), the 
estimated dimension is not increasing to-
gether with the further increase of m. If this 
is the case, the time series can be considered 
as generated by the finite-dimensional sys-
tem, which, in principle, can be reconstructed 
from the original time series. 
The dimension counting for aggregated time 
series has been performed with the Grassber-
ger-Procaccia algorithm [16, 17]. The corre-
lation integral can be estimated by 
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with the distance between two points given 
by 

{ }ττ )1()1(,...,max −+−+ −−=− mjmijiji xxxxyy . 

 
Fig. 4. Correlations integrals )(2 rC m  for traffic 
measurements aggregated with 1 s bin:   s10=τ  18,16,14,12=m  
Here 1=Θ  if this argument is non-negative 
and 0 otherwise. The value )(2 rC m  is the em-
pirical probability that the randomly chosen 
pair ),( ji yy  of points will be separated by a 
distance of less or equal to r . 
To estimate the embedding dimension Ed [16, 
18] one computes )(rC m

n   for r  ranging from 
0 to the largest possible value of ji yy −  and 
for m  increasing from 1 up to the largest 
possible value. Starting from some m in the 
dependence γβ +≈ rrC log)(log 2  if the pa-
rameter β  does change its value, then the 
embedding dimension Ed  can be estimated 
from the relation md E <<β . 
Thus, the slope of log )(rC m

n  vs. rlog  gives 
the lowest estimate of embedding dimension 
(see Fig. 4). 
For various parts of the time series we have 
analyzed, no saturation of the slope with re-

spect to increasing m  was found. For each 
given value of m in the range of m = 2 – 18 
the slope β  was found to satisfy 

12 +< βm .(4) 
According to the Takens theorem [13], this 
may imply very high dimension of the stud-
ied time series [19]. 
3.3 Wavelet filtering 
As usual we may consider the traffic meas-
urements as a sum of a regular process and a 
stochastic part, related to the high-frequency 
“noise”. The elimination of the noisy part 
may simplify the analyzed time series and 
reduce the dimension of the underlying dy-
namical process. 
In order to achieve this, we used a discrete 
wavelet transform based on the Daubechies 
wavelets [20]. It is known that these wavelets 
provide high quality of filtering of both high- 
and low-frequency components of the ana-
lyzed signal [21]. After the direct wavelet 
transform, the decomposition coefficients, 
corresponding to the high-frequency compo-
nent, were set to zero, and then, using the in-
verse wavelet transform, the regular compo-
nent of the dynamical process has been re-
stored. The difference between the original 
time series and the filtered signal, corre-
sponds to the noisy component. 
Fig. 5 presents part of the original traffic se-
ries, the corresponding filtered signal and the 
noisy component. 
The auto-correlation function has been used 
as a criterion for the rejection of the noisy 
component: the points corresponding to the 
noisy component must be uncorrelated. 
Fig. 6 gives the correlation length (time 
lagτ ) for the filtered signal corresponding to 
different levels of threshold. It is clearly seen 
that the system corresponding to the regular 
traffic part changes its state at some levels of 
threshold. At the same time, the points corre-
sponding to the noisy part remain uncorre-
lated. 
After filtering out the noisy component from 
traffic measurements, we estimated the 
Grassberger-Procaccia dimension for the re-
maining regular part. Fig. 7 shows the corre-
lation integrals )(2 rC m  for traffic measure-
ments aggregated with 1 s bin after wavelet 
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filtering: τ  = 10 s and m = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. 
We observed that for all curves, the slope of 
all log-log curves decreased in comparison to 
the slope calculated for the original (not fil-
tered) data. The dimension about 16-18 
seems to be close saturation. This observa-
tion shows that wavelet filtering can be use-
ful for the separation of a reasonably regular 
component from traffic measurements. 

 
Fig.5. Traffic measurements: (a) original 
traffic series; (b) filtered signal; (c) noisy 

component. 

 
Fig.6. Correlation length (first touch of the 

auto-correlation function with the confidence 
tube corresponding to the Gaussian white 
noise) at different levels of thresholding. 

 
Fig.7. Correlations integrals )(2 rC m  for traffic 
measurements aggregated with 1 s bin after 

the wavelet filtering: s10=τ and 
.18,16,14,12,10=m  

 
3.4. Principal components analysis of traffic 
data 
As additional method which has been used 
for classifications of the dimensionality prob-
lem is the PCA, which is also a well-known 
technique in multivariate data analysis [22-
24]. The PCA method (also known as Kar-
hunen-Loève transformation in communica-
tion theory [25, 26]) consists in applying a 
linear transformation to the original data 
space into a feature space, where the data set 
may be represented by a reduced number of 
“effective” features and yet retain most of the 
intrinsic information content of the data. In 
other words, the data set undergoes a dimen-
sionality reduction. 

We applied the PCA method to the origi-
nal traffic data and to the filtered data with 
the different level of threshold. Fig. 8 shows 
the results of the PCA analysis. 

 
Fig. 8. Principal components: (a) for original data, (b)-(d) for time series 

filtered at a different thresholding level 
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Fig. 9. The result of the ANN approximation of the traffic series after 1000 training epochs. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Distribution of  Errors (left) and Errors (right) 

 
We se that the intrinsic information of the 
analyzed system is accumulated in the few 
first components and the contribution of this 
part is increasing as the threshold level in-
creases. 

 
4. Reconstruction of underlying dynamical 
system 
In order to reconstruct the dynamical system 
corresponding to the traffic measurements, 
we used an ANN [10, 27, 28]. The major ad-
vantages of neural networks are that no prior 
information is required and the identification 
of the regular traffic component can be 
automatically obtained through the ANN 
training [29, 34, 35]. This is important in our 
case, not only because the traffic system is 
very complex, but there is also no informa-
tion about the contribution of individual 
components into the system dynamics. 
In our study we applied a layered neural net-
work with the feed-forward architecture from 
the JETNET3 package [30]: the input layer 
with the numbe4r of neurons corresponding 
to the embedding dimension of the traffic se-

ries, two hidden layers with the varying 
number of neurons and one output neuron. 
From the output neuron we obtain the pre-
dicted value of the ANN model. 
For the ANN training we used a data set cor-
responding approximately to 34 minutes pe-
riod and aggregated with time bin 1 s. These 
data were preliminarily cleaned applying 
wavelet filtering (for the elimination of 
“noisy” component) and normalized to the 
interval [-1, 1]. The following parameters 
were used for the input vector (1) formation: 
τ  = 10 s and dE = 15-20. 
Fig. 9 presents a part of the traffic data (traf-
fic.dat) and the result of the ANN approxi-
mation (train.dat) after 1000 training epochs. 
Fig. 10 shows the statistical distributions of 
Errors (the difference between an actual 
value and the ANN approximation) and the 
Relative Errors (the ratio error/actual value) 
after 1000 training epochs. We see that, de-
spite the highly chaotic character of time se-
ries, the neural network approximates these 
data quite well. 
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Fig. 11. The distribution of sizes of the traffic packages (normalized to the interval [-1, 1] ) 

for: (a) the original traffic measurements, and (b) the generated by the trained ANN. 
 

 
Fig.12. The distribution of the absolute values of weights values of weights between the out

put node (neuron) of the ANN and the nodes 
of the second hidden layer of the trained on 
the traffic measurements  
5. Nonlinear model of network traffic 
based on ANN 
It is obvious that the above described ANN 
after training can be used as a model of simu-
lation of traffic measurements. The trained 
ANN can be seen as a non-parametric model, 
because this approach does not require any 
assumptions concerning possible parameters 
of the analyzed time series. The intrinsic in-
formation is “extracted” by the ANN from 
traffic during the training process. 
Let us see how this model reproduces the 
feature characteristics of real measurements. 
Fig.11 demonstrates the distributions of sizes 
of traffic packages (normalized to the inter-
val [-1, 1]) for the original traffic measure-
ments (top figure) and for time series gener-
ated by the trained ANN (bottom figure). We 
see that the ANN model reproduces quite 
well the statistical distribution of real data.  
It is known that the ANN training on real 
data is in general adequate to the solution of 
the PCA problem [27, 31-33]. In this connec-
tion, the distribution of the ANN weights be-
tween the output node (neuron) of the ANN 

and the nodes of the second hidden layer is 
quite interesting (see Fig. 12). 
One can see from Fig. 12 that the indicated 
distribution of weights reproduces the char-
acter of distributions obtained with help of 
the PCA method (see Fig. 8). Thus, the ANN 
model provided additional confirmation that 
the dynamical system underlying the traffic 
measurements has a dimension 12≈ . 
 
6. Conclusion 
We applied systematically the nonlinear time 
series analysis approach to the traffic meas-
urements obtained at the input of the inter-
mediate size LAN. We demonstrated that 
nonlinear techniques can be successfully 
used for deeper understanding of main fea-
tures of the traffic data. At the same time, we 
found that, due to the very complicated char-
acter of traffic series, the traditional algo-
rithms of nonlinear analysis do not give reli-
able estimations of the analyzed time series. 
For instance, we found that the Grassberger-
Procaccia algorithm gives very high dimen-
sion for raw traffic measurements. However, 
after the filtering out of the high-frequency 
component, which can be considered as a 
noise, we obtained a more realistic result for 
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the embedding dimension of the underlying 
process. This result was supported independ-
ently by the PCA method. Using the esti-
mated values for the time lag and the embed-
ding dimension we successfully applied a 
layered feed-forward neural network for the 
identification and reconstruction of the dy-
namical system underlying the traffic meas-
urements. We have found out that the trained 
ANN reproduces statistical features of real 
traffic data and confirms the result of the 
PCA estimation of the traffic dimension. 
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